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LAUNCH OF A NEW PRODUCT
Introducing the New PoolPak IPS Series:
The Integrated Pool System
York, PA, January 30, 2017
PoolPak LLC, the leading manufacturer of indoor swimming pool environmental control
systems, is proud to announce the latest addition to the PoolPak product line – the PoolPak
Integrated Pool System (IPS) Series. Available now, the IPS Series integrates the size and
dimensions of legacy systems, with the latest design innovations and product technologies.
The IPS Series is constructed with features and designs that will drive the indoor pool
environmental control industry for years to come.
The IPS Series is available in a variety of sizes including capacities of 30 - 90 tons, supply
airflows of 10,000 to 40,000 CFM, and a variety of reduced footprint cabinet sizes. The IPS
Series is designed to provide the best results in the market, with a system size that fits within
the footprint of most legacy systems. The new product design of the IPS Series also allows
for the Build-On-Site™ option to be available.
“The PoolPak IPS Series is a unique piece of equipment,” said Bob Paley, Vice President and
General Manager of PoolPak LLC. “The combination of a reduced product size, and the ability
to build the system in difficult to reach spaces, makes the IPS Series the ideal product for
replacing a failing existing system.”
In addition to the improvements in the size of the system, the IPS Series features EC motor
fan systems that improve the energy and environmental control performance of the system.
The EC motor fans are controlled using the industry-leading ControlAir PCSTM
(Programmable Control System) which features dew point environmental control, precision air
flow management, and Virtual-Tech® Plus and BAS Integration.
The durable and reliable IPS Series reduces maintenance and operational costs by protecting
critical components from the corrosive airstream, coating the coil systems with Electro-Guard®
coatings, and featuring the WeatherGuard™ Protection Package to provide maximum
protection from the elements. Each system is factory assembled and tested to ensure product
quality, leading to systems that are designed to exceed the industry average system lifespan.

The PoolPak IPS Series is available for selection now with factory assistance. In the second
quarter of 2017, the system will be available for selection through the newly introduced,
PoolPak WAVES web-based selection software.
If you are interested in more information about PoolPak, please visit our website,
www.poolpak.com or contact David Hoffmann, Marketing Manager, at
dhoffmann@poolpak.com.

About AHR Expo
The International Air-Conditioning, Heating, Refrigerating Exposition (AHR Expo), which
began more than 85 years ago as a heating and ventilation show, has now grown into one of
the world’s largest HVACR events. The Exposition is held annually in key markets and major
cities across the U.S., hosting close to 2,000 exhibitors and bringing in crowds of 60,000
industry professionals. The Show provides a unique forum for the HVACR community to
come together and share new products, technologies, and ideas. The event is co-sponsored
by ASHRAE and AHRI, and is held concurrently with ASHRAE’s Winter Conference.
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